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A
L'Abri, Genève
Action-Danse Fribourg
AICC - Evidanse, Jura
Am Stram Gram, Genève
Arsenic, Lausanne
Association Danse Neuchâtel
ASSITEJ Schweiz
Association pour la Danse Contemporaine, Genève
Association Vaudoise de Danse Contemporaine, Lausanne
Auawirleben Theaterfestival Bern
Augenauf Festival, Winterthur

B
La Bâtie – Festival de Genève
La Bavette, Monthey
Béjart Ballet Lausanne
BETA - Verein Berner Tanzschaffende
Beweggrund, Bern
Bühne Aarau

C
Casino Théâtre de Rolle
Centre Pluriculturel social d‘Ouchy, Lausanne

D
Dampfzentrale Bern
Danse Suisse, Zürich
Le Dansomètre, Vevey

Mitglieder von Reso – Tanznetzwerk Schweiz  
Membres de Reso – Réseau Danse Suisse

85 Veranstaltende und Organisationen / programmateurs et organisations
4 neue Mitglieder / nouveaux membres

E
Equilibre – Nuithonie,  
Fribourg / Villars-sur-Glâne
Evidanse, Jura

F
Fabriktheater Rote Fabrik, Zürich
Far Festival des Arts Vivants, Nyon
Festival Antigel, Genève
Festival Belluard Bollwerk International, 
Fribourg
Festival de la Cité, Lausanne
Festival Tanzeit – Zeitanz, Chur
FIT Festival, Lugano
Flux Laboratory, Genève / Zürich

G
Gessnerallee Zürich

I
IG Tanz Ost, St. Gallen
IG Tanz Zentralschweiz, Luzern

J
Junges Theater Basel

K
Kaserne Basel
Konzert Theater Bern

N
Nebia, Bienne

O
L‘Octogone Théâtre de Pully
L'Oriental, Vevey

P
Performa Festival, Losone
Le Petit Théâtre, Lausanne
Phönix Theater, Steckborn

T
Tanz in Olten
Tanzbüro Basel
Tanzhaus Zürich
Tanzinwinterthur
Tanzlobby Zürich
TASI Teatri Associati della Svizzera Italiana, Lugano
Teatro Dimitri, Verscio
Teatro San Materno, Ascona
Teatro Sociale, Bellinzona 
Theater am Gleis, Winterthur
Theater Burgbachkeller, Zug
Theater Casino Zug
Theater Chur
Theater im Kornhaus, Baden
Theater Orchester Biel Solothurn
Theater Winterthur
Théâtre Benno Besson, Yverdon-les-Bains 
Théâtre de l'Echandole, Yverdon-les-Bains
Théâtre de l‘Usine, Genève
Théâtre de Vidy, Lausanne
Théâtre du Crochetan, Monthey
Théâtre du Grütli, Genève
Théâtre du Passage, Neuchâtel
Théâtre du Pommier, Neuchâtel
Théâtre Forum Meyrin 
Théâtre Interface, Sion
Théâtre Les Halles, Sierre
Théâtre Populaire Romand, La-Chaux-de-Fonds
Théâtre Sévelin 36, Lausanne

U
Les Urbaines, Lausanne

V
Verein Berner Tanzschaffende 
Vorstadttheater Basel

Y
Young Dance Festival, Zug

Z
Zeughaus Kultur, Brig
Zürcher Theater Spektakel

L
LAC – LuganoInScena
Luzerner Theater / Tanzkompagnie

M
La Manufacture – Haute école des arts  
de la scène, Lausanne
Migros-Kulturprozent / Tanzfestival Steps

R
Roxy, Birsfelden
Les RP Danses, Genève

S
Salle du Lignon, Vernier
SAPA Archives suisses des 
arts de la scène, Lausanne
SAPA Schweizer Archiv der 
Darstellenden Künste, 
Zürich
Spectacles français, 
Bienne
Südpol Luzern
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Programme 
 
1. Part: 5 x 19 Project Presentations on ZOOM
10:00 – 10:10 Greeting and Introduction by Reso

10:10– 10:25 Project Presentation Round 1
10:30 – 10:45 Project Presentation Round 2 
10:50 – 11:05 Project Presentation Round 3 
11:10 – 11:25 Project Presentation Round 4 
11:30 – 11:45 Project Presentation Round 5 

11:50 – 12:00 Introduction of the Virtual Foyer 

2. Part: Virtual Foyer on Spatial.chat
12:00 – 13:00 → open End
After the project presentation we will invite all artists and programmers to leave ZOOM 
and go to our Virtual Foyer. Spatial.chat is an e-Platform where you can move around 
individually. When you approach someone, you will hear them talking. The access link 
will be shared in the zoom chat and beforehand via email together with a detailed info 
sheet. Use this Virtual Foyer as a foyer to discuss further details on your project 
individually with programmers, to network and to meet colleagues and artists. Just 
have fun!

After the Programmers’ Meeting
Voting via Doodle until 21.2.2021
Ca. 23.3.2021 publication of the selection

Information and Contact 
 
Reso Programmers’ Meeting
Due to the ongoing pandemic, we are holding this year’s Reso Programmers’ Meeting 
virtually. We have invited our almost 90 members and dance promoters from all over 
Switzerland to attend the project presentations and the subsequent networking 
meeting in our Virtual Foyer.

During the Reso Programmers’ Meeting, dance programmers from all over Switzerland 
will have the opportunity to meet. Nineteen dance pieces will be presented on this 
occasion for the 2021/22 season. Fifteen of them are intended for adult audiences and 
four for young audiences. The companies and their co-producers will introduce the 
projects they have submitted for consideration for the Programmers’ Fund and the 
Fund for Young Audience. The goal is to introduce these artists and put them in 
contact with a network of companies, theatres and festivals on a national level. 

Programmers’ Fund and Fund for Young Audience
These two funds strive to improve production and promotion conditions for the compa-
nies by granting production backing of up to CHF 10,000 to selected companies, as 
well as ensuring fair artistic fees and a guaranteed number of presentations in 
Switzerland.

Reso – Dance Network Switzerland
Reso is a network of organizations from the professional dance creation context. Reso 
realises a vision of a coordinated and extensive system of dance support with funding 
agencies. It strengthens local and regional initiatives in the areas of infrastructure, 
audience development, production, promotion, observation and analysis of practices. 
Reso is a centre of competence that fulfils needs with national relevance.
 

Contact
Reso – Dance Network Switzerland
Kasernenstrasse 23
CH–8004 Zurich
+41 (0) 43 317 16 37 
info@reso.ch
reso.ch
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Eugénie Rebetez 
Ha ha ha

Tanzhaus Zürich proposes this piece because: « In our opinion, the concept 
of Ha ha ha is very convincing in its simplicity, and we look forward to 
Eugénie extending her signature blend of poetry and comedy, sensitivity and 
bawdiness to reach young people aged 6 and over. »

Suitable for adults and children (6 and over), Ha ha ha invites its audience to laugh 
about everything in all earnestness. In today’s context of social distancing and other 
protective measures, I choose laughter as a means to touch my fellow human beings. 
After all, laughter has many different emotions: from giggles of embarrassment to 
scornful grins and mocking jibes, right up to the ecstatic laughter and uncontrollable 
bawling of joy that can just as easily turn into crying or sobbing, especially with 
children. Everything that happens on stage is connected by laughter. As such, 
laughter becomes an irresistible urge moving us forward with ease even in the most 
difficult situations.
For this piece and for the first time, I will give the stage over to another artist: the 
fantastic and versatile Palestinian-American performer Tarek Halaby. He just turned 
40 but remains as fresh and open minded as a child when it comes to performing. 
With him, I would like to explore the very physical phenomenon made up of the body 
language and sound that laughter produces. I want to make his inner path visible by 
candidly revealing everything his character goes through. The emotions will be 
choreographed as both a physical and acoustic score. His body will be moving from 
one extreme to another to express itself better in all its forms – like the moon, waxing 
and waning. Growth is a central theme of this project. Do we continue to grow 
throughout our lives? Eventually laughing can make us grow, and laughing can take us 
step by step through life, as the title suggests: Ha – ha – ha.

Eugénie Rebetez has been working as a freelance performer and choreographer for 
over twelve years. With her first solo piece Gina (2010), she invented a strong and 
engaging alter ego: a diva from her native Jura in search of identity, adroitly oscillating 
between poetry and comedy. In Encore (2013), her figure develops within the enchanted 
world of acting and confronts the limits between illusions and reality. Her third solo 
piece Bienvenue (2017) draws its inspiration from the metaphor of the body as a 
house and leads to a reflection on intimacy and privacy. Rebetez has created several 
art performances in which the body becomes matter, form and living sculpture. Her 
two group pieces include Le défilé droit direct du Jura (2019), an unconventional 
parade as part of La Fête des Vignerons in Vevey, and Nous trois (2019), a creation on 
family relationships and the question of belonging. Her work has been presented 
throughout Switzerland and Europe.

Credits
Direction, choreography: Eugénie Rebetez
Creation and performance: Tarek Halaby
Stage design and costumes: Nina Langosch
Dramaturgical production support Tanzhaus 
Zürich: Simon Froehling
Distribution: Léonore Guy

Premiere
November 2021, Tanzhaus Zürich

Booking contact 
Distribution / Tour Management
Léonore Guy
+41 79 629 66 21
diffusion.infusion@gmail.com
www.eugenierebetez.com

Photo © Augustin Rebetez

Further Info
Age: 6 and over 
No. of performers on stage: 1

No. of people touring: 3
   

Minimum size of stage: 6 x 6m  MS  MS  LM   
Other known co-producers: Charleroi danse / 
Centre chorégraphique de Wallonie-Bruxelles, 
Théâtre du Jura

Fund for Young 
Audience

mailto:diffusion.infusion@gmail.com
http://www.eugenierebetez.com
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Compagnie Tabea Martin 
Geh nicht in den Wald, im Wald ist der Wald

Kaserne Basel proposes this piece because: « With her fascinating joy of 
experimentation, her radical willingness to take risks and playful curiosity for 
failure, she always shares new artistic discoveries with the audience. »

Geh nicht in den Wald, im Wald ist der Wald explores the topic of racism. It becomes 
an idea about the power of prejudices as well as about the fears that are triggered by 
the unfamiliar or new things. At what point does one speak of racism? How does one 
fight it? What mechanisms promote discrimination? The piece is exploring exclusion 
by means of dance and language. How and why do we exclude others, and how can 
this be embodied in the movement of dancers? Using body weight to examine 
opposites within the human body, through spatial experiments. How do we move both 
inside and outside the norm? How do we move when we feel trapped or are forced to 
do something?

Tabea Martin, born 1978 in Switzerland, studied modern dance at the Amsterdam 
University of the Arts. She has been a dancer with companies in the Netherlands, 
Germany and Ireland. In 2006, she graduated in choreography at the Rotterdamse 
Dansacademie. She has been internationally successful with works created for  
her own company, such as Pink for Girls & Blue for Boys (2016), This is my last dance 
(2018) and Forever (2019). Martin, who has received multiple awards, is also sought 
after as a guest choreographer. She was supported by PRAIRIE – the coproduction 
support of Migros Culture-Percentage from 2016 to 2019. From 2018 to 2023 Martin is 
being supported by Fachausschuss Tanz & Theater Basel-Stadt and Basel-Landschaft 
in cooperation with Pro Helvetia – Swiss Arts Council.

Credits
Choreography: Tabea Martin
Assistant choreography: N.N.
Dance: N.N., N.N., N.N., N.N.
Band: Donath Weyeneth, Maria Demandt
Costumes: Mirjam Egli
Stage: Veronika Mutalova
Dramaturgy: Irina Müller, Nadja Rothenburger, 
Moos van den Broek
Outside eye: Sebastian Nübling
Production management: Franziska Ruoss

Premiere
3.2.2022, Kaserne Basel

Booking contact 
Production management / Booking
Franziska Ruoss
+41 78 920 06 84
produktion@tabeamartin.ch
www.tabeamartin.ch

Photo © Kostas Maros

Further Info
Age: 6 and over
No. of performers on stage: 6

No. of people touring: 9
               

Minimum size of stage: 12x12m L MS  MS  LM S 
Other known co-producers:  
Jungspund Festival St. Gallen

Fund for Young 
Audience

mailto:produktion@tabeamartin.ch
https://www.tabeamartin.ch
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Tanz und Parkour Kollektiv InQdrt /  
Isabelle Spescha 
WANNANDERS 

Bühne Aarau proposes this piece because: «With great interest we have 
been following the work and development of the collective. Therefore, we 
believe that the energetic work of this young group can inspire a young 
audience for contemporary dance. »

WANNANDERS is a project of collective InQdrt from Aarau, which is located at the 
intersection between contemporary dance and the athletic movement discipline 
parkour. InQdrt combines these two forms of movement into an artistic performance 
and thus invents a new stage language, which is primarily aimed at a young audience. 
The project interrogates the interactions between body and space, how they shape 
each other and under what conditions we are able to change fundamental and 
recurring patterns of behaviour. What happens when these changes do not come from 
discourses and theories but from the body itself? Constantly changing contexts and 
conditions always have an effect on our postures and movements. But with and 
through our bodies we too can actively shape, influence and change the respective 
context and the environment surrounding us. In this piece, a group of young men from 
the Parkour section, so-called traceurs, explore these questions by moving into the 
unknown territory of contemporary dance and choreography. Guided by the choreog-
rapher Isabelle Spescha they develop a new movement language and theatrical 
framework of a performance. They are challenged to become aware of and question 
their physical identity and movement habits and venture into a new terrain. What 
doubts arise in this process? What gives support? What are their references? What 
opportunities does the new playing field offer? How can they renew and develop 
themselves on it?

The collective InQdrt consists of the dancer and choreographer Isabelle Spescha and 
the professional parkour team Nurf, which has been active in the Aarau area for over 
ten years. Spescha trained as a dance and movement educator and deepened her 
knowledge of contemporary dance methods in Bern and Berlin. She specialises in 
combining sporting disciplines with dance. Nicolas Roth, Matthias Egger, Damian 
Roth, Shemaiah Siegenthaler, Patrick Albicker and Mikail Tasdelen from Nurf have 
leading roles in Swiss parkour associations. In their practice, they combine parkour 
and sports education with dance. They perform in commercial videos, photo projects 
and shows or in their own video productions. For WANNANDERS, the team is joined 
by dramaturge Rebecca Frey, set designer Géraldine Honauer and costume designer 
Maeva Müller.

Credits
Choreography and artistic direction: Isabelle 
Spescha
Dramaturgy: Rebecca Frey
Dancers and traceurs: Damian Roth, Shemaiah 
Siegenthaler, Nicolas Roth, Flamur Shabanaj, 
Matthias Egger, Patrick Albicker, Mikail Tasdelen
Music: Giacomo Mattogno
Costumes: Maeva Müller
Stage: Géraldine Honauer
Production management: Isabelle Spescha

Premiere
30.3.2021, Bühne Aarau

Booking contact 
Tanz und Parkour Kollektiv InQdrt
c/o Isabelle Spescha
+41 76 413 39 10
contact@inqdrt.ch
www.inqdrt.ch

Photo © Farid Laid

Further Info
Age: 12 and up
No. of performers on stage: 8 

  
No. of people touring: 10 

Minimum size of stage: 8x10m L MS  LMS  LM  
Indoors and outdoors version

Fund for Young 
Audience

mailto:contact@inqdrt.ch
https://inqdrt.ch/
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Woman’s Move / Iona D’Annunzio 
Stereo-Gender

Théâtre de l’Oriental, Vevey proposes this piece because: « The singularity 
of the choreographic style, composed of different dance techniques, offers a 
rich palette of movements that is able to speak to the diversity of young 
audiences. This piece mixes an in-depth thought construction, with high 
quality choreographic language and strong technique. »

Three 15-minutes scenes to deconstruct gender stereotypes and introduce new 
options. In this dynamic triptych, six dancers are confronted with a game made up of 
sly instructions. Faced with the possibilities and constraints that appear, should they 
keep on playing, give up or change the rules?
Each scene explores one of these three central themes of gender studies: inequali-
ties, stereotypes and empowerment. These concepts which may seem complex are 
approached in a creative and playful way in order to make them accessible to a young 
audience. Games are at the heart of the piece. The games and interactions that 
structure the choreography create a metaphor for our society. The group on stage 
creates a minisociety faced, individually and collectively, with a series of obstacles, 
constraints but also possibilities. Together they will decide whether to continue the 
game, quit or change the rules. Through the movement and the narrative of the piece, 
the concept of gender is represented, questioned and challenged.
Like in a board game, each protagonist has their own colour. Each dancer develops 
their own unique style and personality in terms of movement and interactions, which 
leads them to develop a unique power. This allows children to follow the development 
of each character throughout the play, just as they would follow the evolution of their 
favourite hero in a cartoon.

Co-founder and choreographer for the 2012 founded Woman’s Move, Iona D’Annunzio 
places gender at the centre of her creative work. The movement and creative process 
explore the social imaginaries that constitute our daily environment. She thus invites 
the public to a subtle reflection on the world and on oneself. Her artistic research is 
particularly nourished by the studies she follows in sociology and gender studies. She 
created her first piece, Me and My Princess, in 2015 for the festival Antigel. In 2018, 
she choreographed two in-situ performances: L'onde and Gender Cubicles. She is 
currently working on her next creation, 99-Gender, which will premiere at Théâtre de 
l'Étincelle in March 2021. As a performer, D’Annunzio has worked for several compa-
nies in Switzerland and France, such as Danceflowing Company (Anne-Sophie 
Fenner) and Sam Hester (Perrine Valli). D’Annunzio is also the assistant choreogra-
pher for Perrine Valli on her latest creation for young audiences: Cloud.

Credits
Choreographer: Iona D’Annunzio
Interpretation: Sophie Ammann, Elsa Couvreur, 
Cédric Fadel
Hattab, Margaux Monetti, Mathieu Parola,
Noëlle Quillet.
Music: Nicolas Senjaric
Light concept: Charlotte Curchod and Laurent 
Schaer

Premiere
13–15.5.2022, Théâtre Oriental, Vevey

Booking contact 
Association Woman’s Move
+41 77 413 18 23
womansmove@gmail.com
www.womansmove.com

Photo © Cédric Cohen

Further Info
Age: 6 and over
No. of performers on stage: 6

No. of people touring: 8

Minimum size of stage: 8x8m L MS  LMS  LM  

Fund for Young 
Audience

mailto:womansmove@gmail.com
https://www.womansmove.com/
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All Exclusive / Alexandra Bachzetsis 
2021: Obscene  

Gessnerallee, Zürich proposes this piece because: « We will be working 
closely together with Alexandra Bachzetsis: we value her creative energy, as 
well as her artistic work and her as a human and artist. »

Alexandra Bachzetsis’ new piece 2021: Obscene uses body, text and image to explore 
the ambiguity of « scene » and « obscene ». Together with four co-performers, she 
focuses on the relationship between the staging of the excessive body and its 
consumption by the coveting gaze and the overwhelming textuality. On the one hand, 
the work examines the problems of theatre as a manipulation machine with regard to 
seduction, attraction and games of sexual identity; on the other hand, it explores the 
performing body itself as a place of alienation and limitation of the human being. The 
performers are confronted with their own corporealities – with the contradictions 
between intuition and gesture, light and night, score and script, norm and form, 
conception and action. The piece, thus, not only questions the subversive and the 
normative in performance art, but also addresses communication through excess as a 
radical interruption of formats, gestures, cultural patterns and archetypes.

Alexandra Bachzetsis (*1974, based in Zurich) is a choreographer and visual artist. Her 
practice unfolds at the intersection of dance, performance, the visual arts and 
theatre, generating a conflation of the spaces in which the body, as an artistic and 
critical apparatus, can manifest.
Since Bachzetsis started working independently in 2001, she has created over 24 
pieces, often working collaboratively, which have been shown in theatres, at festivals 
and in public space venues worldwide. In addition to this, her work has been exhibit-
ed in a variety of contemporary art spaces and museums. Her latest work Chasing a 
Ghost (2019) has been commissioned by the Art Institute of Chicago and has been 
touring Europe since then.

Credits
Concept and artistic direction: Alexandra 
Bachzetsis 
Research and stage: Sotiris Vasiliou
Dramaturgy: Dorota Sajewska 
Music: Tobias Koch
Costume design: Christian Hersche 
Communication design: Julia Born
Business and production management: Franziska 
Schmidt & Regula Schelling 
Technical management: Patrik Rimann 
Performance: Alexanda Bachzetsis, Tamar Kisch, 
Sotiris Vasiliou, Anne Pajunen, N.N.

Premiere
18.11.2021, Gessnerallee, Zurich

Booking contact 
All Exclusive – Alexandra Bachzetsis
Management
Franziska Schmidt
c/o produktionsDOCK
+41 78 731 06 72
franziska.schmidt@alexandrabachzetsis.com
www.alexandrabachzetsis.com

Photo © Peggy June

Further Info
No. of performers on stage: 5

No. of people touring: 8

Minimum size of stage: 10x10m L MS  MS  LM S 
Other known co-producers: Kaserne Basel,  
Tanzquartier Wien

Programmers’ 
Fund

mailto:franziska.schmidt@alexandrabachzetsis.com
https://www.alexandrabachzetsis.com
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Beaver Dam Company / Edouard Hue 
All I Need   

Vernier Culture – Salle du Lignon proposes this piece because: « Inspired  
by the Japanese strategic game of Go for its specific use of space and by the 
Maslow pyramid for its social purpose, All I Need vows to create a new 
dimension in which dramaturgy is strongly embedded into movement. »

Within the continuum of work on the individual’s sociological needs in relation to 
Maslow’s pyramid, the choreographer Edouard Hue brings the world to the brink of 
severance. Nine political beasts are brought to the stage, greedy for nothing less than 
the world itself, seizing more and more territory, unconditionally, without sharing, 
thinking only of their own personal accomplishments. Incapable of living in a world 
involving concessions, they transcend the space through warrior dances that violently 
impose their contesting personalities.

All I Need is a mad dash towards self-accomplishment without conditions or limits. In 
this antagonistic and tactical environment, how do you assemble the world and avoid 
outright war? Edouard Hue offers a dramatic vision of the culmination of Abraham 
Maslow’s work, the American psychologist best-known for his pyramid of the hierarchy 
of needs. The choreographer lets himself be carried and inspired by the following 
necessity: to introduce a new fundamental need, that of listening to one another.

Edouard Hue worked as dancer with Hofesh Shechter, Damien Jalet and Olivier 
Dubois, swiftly developing his own unique style through mixing masterful virtuosity 
and playful spontaneity. He received the Swiss Dance Prize «Exceptional Dancer» in 
2019. Beaver Dam Company / Edouard Hue currently has six pieces (solo, duos and 
group pieces) that tour worldwide. Over the last several years, Edouard has been 
invited to work with other dance companies. Into Outside was staged with the 
Frontier Danceland Company of Singapore as well as with the Ecole de Danse 
Contemporaine of Montreal. He has been and is still asked on multiple occasions to 
create new works for companies and schools of high renown. Such was the case for 
Requiem by Yoanna Bourgeouis for whom Hue created the part entitled Domine Jesu 
in 2019 and No Matter at the Gauthier Dance Company (Stuttgart-Germany), and will 
soon be cooperating with the Basel Ballet (Switzerland) in February 2022 and the 
superior European school SEAD (Salzburg-Austria) in 2021.

Credits
Choreography: Edouard Hue
Assistant: Alfredo Gottardi
Dancers: Louise Bille, Alfredo Gottardi, Neal 
Maxwell, Yurié Tsugawa, N.N., N.N., N.N.,  
N.N., N.N.
Composer: Jonathan Soucasse
Costumes: Sigolène Pétey
Light concept: Tom Dupont

Premiere
4.12.2021, Festival de Danse de Cannes, France
13–14.1.2022, Salle du Lignon, Vernier

Booking contact 
Chargée de diffusion
Julia Bouhjar
julia@beaverdamco.com
www.beaverdamco.com

Photo © Gregory Batardon

Further Info
No. of performers on stage: 8

No. of people touring: 11

Minimum size of stage: 10x10m L MS  MS  LM S 
Other known co-producers: Théâtre Equilibre – 
Nuithonie, Le Dôme Théâtre d’Albertville, 
Festival de Danse de Cannes, L’Auditorium 
Seynod – Scène Régionale

Programmers’ 
Fund

mailto:julia@beaverdamco.com
https://www.beaverdamco.com
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Cie ChamploO / Rafael Smadja 
NALC   

Nebia Biel /Bienne proposes this piece because: « Rafael has a great 
capacity to transcend genres and to bring musicians and dancers together on 
stage. More recently he has also dared to approach his dance to the  
art of clowning, with talent and subtlety. »

NALC is a piece for five dancers and one musician. It is a fusion of styles, origins and 
generations. Live music, hip hop and contemporary dance merge and evolve together. 
This clan consists of six strong personalities who mix, tune, superimpose, contradict 
and harmonise to understand each other and move forward together. 
Dance and music become one and make up a constantly changing landscape, then 
the clan unveils its rituals through an ode to life and death.
The choreographic material is composed of games and precise constraints, leaving a 
great deal of freedom to the performers. The technique is a communication vector, the 
demonstration gives way to listening and feeling. The stage space then becomes a 
field of play, conflict, thought, construction and freedom.
Accompanied by the live music of Yvan Talbot, the sound design varies between 
electronics and acoustics, allowing the dance to evolve between the organic and the 
mechanical, thus creating a surprising, energetic and oneiric dance.

Rafael Smadja discovered hip hop dance in 1998. Trips and workshops with the 
pioneers of hip hop dance were his first dance education. His career as a performer 
enriches and diversifies his movement. (a.o. Lene Boel-DM/ Jann Gallois-FR / Yann 
Marussich-CH / Olé Khamchanla-FR / Cedric Gagneur-CH) In 2013, he founded 
cieTenseï, based in Ferney-Voltaire, France. In 2018, he established – together with 
Branca Scheidegger – the ChamploO company, based in Biel, Switzerland. The two 
structures allow him to create bridges that cross borders and aesthetics.
In his multiple collaborations, he develops a particular taste for objects, installations, 
live music and text. His pieces bear witness to this multi-disciplinarity, often inspired 
by an external constraint, an object, a text, a piece of music.
As a teacher, Smadja has developed pedagogy and transmission tools. He has been 
collaborating for more than ten years with various artistic, educational and social 
structures based in France and Switzerland.

Credits
Choreography: Rafael Smadja, Amaury Réot 
(assistant)
Musical composition and live music: Yvan Talbot
Light concept: Alizée Barnoud and Rafael Smadja  
Dancers: Branca Scheidegger, Ernesto Marquez, 
Giulia Esposito, Rafael Smadja, Yonas Perou 

Premiere
Autumn 2021 or January 2022 – tbc

Booking contact 
Anna Ladeira - Association Le Voisin 
+41 78 766 09 82
levoisin.ch@gmail.com 
www.ciechamploo.com

Photo © Pierre Montavon

Further Info
No. of performers on stage: 6 

No. of people touring: 7-8 

Minimum size of stage: 7 x 7m  MS  MS  LM  
Other known co-producers: BreakTrough Festival –  
Zurich, Cie Tenseï, Festival Les Chrorégraphiques 
- L’Oriental, Vevey

Programmers’ 
Fund

mailto:levoisin.ch@gmail.com
https://www.ciechamploo.com/
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Cie Nicolas Turicchia 
A La Dérive   

Théâtre du Crochetan, Monthey proposes this piece because: « We would 
call this project luminous. From it emerges a form of purity, of transcendence, 
of musical systematics which at the same time will print bodies but will also 
give a great deal of space for freedom on stage. »

A La Dérive is a choreographic piece for five dancers written as an echo to Steve 
Reich’s piece Music for 18 musicians. It will be a sort of meeting point between my 
past and present body of work. 
What interests me choreographically is the mixture between the external space, the 
stage and the internal space, the body. I will develop my experience of the walk with 
this time as a constraint to follow predefined lines in space and as a counterpoint to 
look for an articular space inside the body. By these two different ways of writing a 
movement in space I would like to show the border between a liberated body and a 
constrained body, in echo with what we are currently experiencing. 
What attracts me to Music for 18 musicians is, first of all, the pulsation, a constant 
pace that goes from the beginning to the end of the piece. On this beat, different 
instruments are associated with rhythms that appear and fade away, like waves. 
I would like to use this music in such a way as to create a contrast between a move-
ment written on the music, which would correspond to the trajectories of the body in 
space, and a movement that escapes from the musical structure and corresponds to 
trajectories within oneself. It will be a kind of choreographic wave, coming and going 
in and out of the « musical score ».

Nicolas Turicchia trained at the Codarts of Rotterdam and at P.A.R.T.S. in Brussels. 
He then worked at the Folkwang Tanz Studio directed by Pina Bausch, at Daniel 
Goldin’s Stadttheater Münster, at the Vincente Saez dance company in Valencia and 
at the Lucerne Ballet. He has also worked with Carolyn Carlson, Chiang-Mei Wang, 
Koffi Kôkô, Urs Dietrich, Xavier le Roy, among others. 
In 2013, he obtained an artist’s residency at the Swiss Foundation in Paris. In 2015, he 
founded the dance company Cie Nicolas Turicchia. He regularly creates performances 
in collaboration with the TLH-Sierre and the Théâtre du Crochetan. 
In recent years, he has worked with Roméo Castellucci, Cindy van Acker and Jasmin 
Morand, among others.

Credits
Concept and choreography: Nicolas Turicchia
Dancer: Cosima Grand, Jacquelyn Elder, Patricia 
Rotondaro, N.N., N.N. 
Costumes: N.N.
Light concept: Dominique Dardant 
Sound concept: Clive Jenkins 
Administration: Sarah Frund

Premiere
4.11.2021, Théâtre du Crochetan, Monthey

Booking contact 
Le BürÔ!
Sarah Frund
+41 78 646 43 56
sarahfrund@gmail.com
www.nicolasturicchia.com

Photo © Olivier Lovey

Further Info
No. of performers on stage: 5

No. of people touring: 8

Minimum size of stage: 10x10m L MS  MS  LM S 

Programmers’ 
Fund

mailto:sarahfrund@gmail.com
https://www.nicolasturicchia.com/
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Cocoon Company / Rafaële Giovanola 
RUNthrough

Théâtre du Crochetan, Monthey proposes this piece because: « With its 
latest productions, CocoonDance has taken a completely new innovative path 
in the field of movement and in the exhaustion of the body. Rafaële Giovanola 
has also a talent for putting themes together which have, a priori, nothing 
to do with each other and which, as we firmly believe, can only be imagined 
by her. »

With the support of our glossary and the MoveApp launched thanks to the Close- 
Distance programme, CocoonDance uses RUNthrough to follow its assiduous search 
for the « Unthought Body ». 
The starting point will be a wide variety of encounters with different « bodies »: 
professional dancers meet amateurs, folklore and sports clubs. In various residencies, 
the participants jointly develop try-outs that are shown on-site. Diversity and joint 
artistic interplay are the top priority. These encounters will not only become the 
driving force behind the gestures of this new project but will also expand our glossary 
and finally open us up to other ways of moving, where idiosyncrasies, qualities of indi-
vidual bodies and perspectives come together, creating a lively and powerful mesh. 
The aim is to explore new work techniques and to enter into a dialogue that broadens 
one’s own perspective of the undiscovered.

 
Rafaële Giovanola, the Swiss performer, choreographer and curator, born in the USA, 
trained as a ballet dancer at the Princess Grace Academy of Monaco under the 
direction of Marika Besobrasova. After an intitial engagement as a soloist in Turin, 
she was hired by William Forsythe at the Frankfurt Ballet where she stayed for eight 
years. Subsequently, she joined the Choreografisches Theater from Pavel Mikuláštiks 
in Freiburg in Breisgau and later in Bonn. In 2000, she founded CocoonDance 
together with the dramaturge Rainald Endraß. With meanwhile 40 full evening works, 
she has been touring with CocoonDance across five continents and was invited to 
important festivals and platforms, such as DancePlatform Germany in 2018 and 2020. 
Since 2010, she has been working in Switzerland (Valais), in particular at the Théâtre 
du Crochetan where she has been associated artist since 2020. 

Credits
Research and performance: Susanne Schneider, 
Álvaro Esteban, Fa-Hsuan Chen, Frédéric 
Voeffray, Martina De Dominicis, N.N., N.N., N.N., 
N.N., N.N.
Choreography and staging: Rafaële Giovanola
Dramaturgy and concept: Rainald Endraß
Sound and live DJ: Franco Mento
Space and light concept: Boris Kahnert
Costumes: Mathilde Grébot
Film, video: Michael Maurissens,  
Hugo Pratap Parvex
Management: Mechtild Tellmann
Management Switzerland, France, Austria: 
Groundworkers
Production: Lena Peters, Kira Koplin

Premiere
7.5.2022, Théâtre du Crochetan, Monthey / 
Festival Steps

This production is part of the program of Migros 
Kulturprozent Tanzfestival Steps 2022. Special 
financial conditions for the Programmers' Fund 
2021/22 apply for this production. 

Booking contact 
CocoonDance company
Rafaële Giovanola
+49 (0)173 254 37 63
mail@cocoondance.de
www.cocoondance.de

Photo © Joerg Letz

Further Info
No. of performers on stage: 9 to 10

No. of people touring: 14

Minimum size of stage: 12x12m L MS  MS  LM S
Other known co-producers: Theater im Ballsaal 
Bonn, Ringlokschuppen, Mülheim
Also supported by: Close Distance, Pro Helvetia. 
See CocoonDance MoveApp

Programmers’ 
Fund

mailto:mail@cocoondance.de
https://www.cocoondance.de
https://apps.apple.com/ch/app/cocoondance-moveapp/id1538426960
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Compagnie du 17 Juin / 
Faustine Moret, Sylvain Croci-Torti 
TO MY DEAD MOTHER & SISTER 

TLH-Sierre proposes this piece because: « To make abstraction the place 
from which bodies – stripped from norms – are reborn is the aim of Faustine 
Moret and Sylvain Croci-Torti’s performance piece, which brings together 
abstract painting and contemporary dance. »

Faustine Moret and the Compagnie du 17 Juin collaborate with the Swiss painter 
Sylvain Croci-Torti in a project that combines contemporary dance and monochrome 
painting. On stage, the visual artist constructs a monumental installation while the 
dancer/choreographer performs a choreographic score. This oscillates between 
stylised dance interludes, improvisations, and everyday gestures, thus questioning 
the border between interpretation and artistic performance.
The creation is based on a protocol inspired, among other things, by sports and 
serialism, which is based on effort and repetition. Through its intensity and sustained 
rhythm, the choreographic score evokes the desire to extract oneself from one’s own 
body, to transform oneself perpetually, to free oneself from divisive definitions. The 
goal is to find, through exhaustion, a way to break free from social markers and 
categories of gender, origin, sexuality, etc. The piece thus aims to create a reversal of 
established roles, especially in the relationship between men and women. The image 
of the couple and the couple of artists embodied by Faustine Moret and Sylvain 
Croci-Torti is questioned and reversed. In a carnival atmosphere, which gives pride of 
place to monstrosity, the piece chooses the trail of multiple being, in continual 
transformation, rather than a binary and frozen conception of the individual.

Faustine Moret was awarded a CFC in Contemporary Dance in Geneva in 2014, 
followed by a Bachelor’s degree from the Dimitri School in 2017. In 2016, she won the 
Pour-cent-culturel Migros prize.
Since then, she has worked as a performer for several Swiss companies and collabo-
rated on performances with the director Ledwina Costantini, the singer Chloé Bieri 
and the visual artist Céline Masson. In 2019, she founded Compagnie du 17 Juin with 
which she continues to create her own interdisciplinary and performative projects.
Sylvain Croci-Torti, who graduated from ECAL in Visual Arts in 2013, was awarded a 
Swiss Art Award in 2016 and exhibits regularly in Switzerland and abroad. A major 
personal exhibition was dedicated to him at the Manoir de la Ville de Martigny  
in 2018. He is represented by the galleries Annex14 in Zurich and Joy de Rouvre  
in Geneva.

Credits
Concept, choreography and interpretation: 
Faustine Moret
Scenography and performance: Sylvain 
Croci-Torti
Outside eye concept: Samuel Gross
Outside eye creation: N.N.
Music: Timothée Giddey
Costumes: Ana Romero
Lighting: Emile de Gautard
Administration and diffusion:  
Compagnie du 17 Juin

Premiere
16.11.2021, TLH-Sierre

Booking contact 
Compagnie du 17 Juin
Faustine Moret
+41 79 727 17 26
compagnie17juin@gmail.com

Photo © SCT&FM  

Further Info
No. of performers on stage: 6

No. of people touring: 6

Minimum size of stage: 9x 7,5 x 4m  L MS  LMS  LM

Programmers’ 
Fund
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Compagnie Philippe Saire  
Dispositif 5 (working title)

Théâtre Sévelin 36, Lausanne proposes this piece because: « The piece will 
stimulate our imagination, bring back our child’s gaze and the poetic and 
sensitive way to perceive things, something we are in great need of nowadays. »

As the fifth part in a series that borders on visual arts, Philippe Saire’s new creation 
takes balloons as its starting point. After the choreographic drawings seen from 
above of Black Out, the luminous devices of NEONS and Vacuum, and the fumes of 
Ether, this project is based on a fascination for the huge bunches of balloons sold by 
street vendors. 
Dancing in the wind, the balloons gain some sort of worrying independence, tormenting 
the body they are attached to, which looks almost fragile in comparison. Joyful and 
colourful, often branded with Disney characters, they look strangely threatening, like 
a reversal of function with the world of entertainment turning against us.
Conversely, balloons also echo a desire for escape, elevation and lightness. Stronger 
than air, they trap it. They are both frail and powerful.
On a circular stage, two dancers interact with balloons floating at different heights, 
rising and descending, supported by a mobile structure. The show can be performed 
in two versions: either the audience is seated on chairs placed on the stage, in a 
circle around the performing space (like guests at a party), or the play is performed in 
front of the audience.

Philippe Saire’s interests include visual arts and theatre, fields that feature in his 
consistently intense and refined works, which often carry a touch of darkness. From 
its foundation in 1986, the Compagnie Philippe Saire has created some thirty shows, 
in addition to performances and short films, with more than 1800 performances in 
200 cities around the world. In 1995, he inaugurated Théâtre Sévelin 36 in Lausanne.
In 1998, he was awarded the Grand Prix by the Fondation Vaudoise pour la Promotion 
et les Créations Artistiques, and the Prix d’auteur du Conseil général de Seine- 
Saint-Denis (France) at the 6th International Choreographic Meeting for his piece 
Étude sur la Légèreté. In 2004, ProTanz Zurich awarded him the Swiss dance and 
choreography prize.

Credits
Choreography in collaboration with the dancers: 
Vittorio Bertolli, David Zagari
Light concept: Philippe Saire, Vincent Scalbert
Sound concept: Stéphane Vecchione
Costumes: Isa Boucharlat

Premiere
21.9.2021, Théâtre Sévelin 36, Lausanne

Booking contact 
Production and communication
Compagnie Philippe Saire
Martin Genton
+41 78 695 35 15
martin.genton@philippesaire.ch
www.philippesaire.ch

Photo © Philippe Weissbrodt

Further Info
No. of performers on stage: 2

No. of people touring: 4

Minimum size of stage: 7 x 7 x 4,5m  
(audience seated in stand) /  
9 x 9 x 4,5m (audience on stage)  

MS  MS  LM

Programmers’ 
Fund

mailto:martin.genton@philippesaire.ch
https://www.philippesaire.ch
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Delgado Fuchs 
TOPEEP   

Théâtre Oriental, Vevey proposes this piece because: « The project offers a 
large number of local artists the chance to be involved as performers and to 
participate in the debate about research and production methods. »

TOPEEP is a nomadic architecture that dialogues around the body, intimacy, ritual 
and gaze.
It is a mutant object, somewhere between a peep show, a spaceship and a circus tent ...
TOPEEP is a global proposal that integrates a scenic space, a research laboratory and 
an exhibition object that promotes free creation, artistic and scientific emulation and 
the invention of new formats and languages. 
It also reflects on the highly topical issues of production and research methods.
With TOPEEP, we intend to bring into play some of the foundations of representation 
and of choreographic creation. The strong spatial constraint of the TOPEEP structure 
responds to a radical time constraint: the pieces presented on the circular stage will 
be edited and rehearsed in a very short period of time. We intend to explore the 
opportunities and limits of a concept under high tension: to conceive and set up 
everything in one 48-hour session before the show(s).
The collaborative nature is at the heart of TOPEEP ’s artistic proposals. Structured 
and punctuated by the choreographic score in which Delgado Fuchs will also assume 
the role of conductor, the creations will be some kind of living installations to which 
the guest artists will contribute.
TOPEEP proposes in a roundabout, democratic, original and collective way to respect 
certain distances while abolishing others.

Founded in 2002 by the two choreographers, dancers and artists Nadine Fuchs and 
Marco Delgado, Delgado Fuchs is a Swiss collective based in Lausanne.
The duo incorporates movement and dance into their creations with an assertive and 
fundamental taste for transformations and transgression. The uninhibited exploration 
of forms leads the two artists to move beyond the boundaries between performance, 
installation, exhibition and to rethink modes of production and research.
The collective has been involved in a variety of collaborations with artists such as 
Zimoun, Carol Christian Poell, Malcolm Braff, Bruno Deville, Cédat & Petitpierre, 
Charlie Le Mindu, Clive Jenkins and Stéphane Vecchione.
Delgado Fuchs has toured all over the world – Europe, the United States, Canada, 
Japan, Mexico, Australia, and has been artist in residence at Centquatre in Paris  
since 2012.

Credits
There is no fixed artistic team except Delgado 
and/or Fuchs.
Each time TOPEEP lands in a new location, the 
artistic team changes. 
1 – 3 artists from the region are always invited to 
participate.

Conception, artistic direction and performance: 
Marco Delgado, Nadine Fuchs
Conception and writing: Nadja Imhof
Design: Adrien Rovero
Light concept: Marie Predour
Sound concept: Clive Jenkins
Production and collaboration: Rosine Bey
Administration and accounting: Morgane 
Akerman

Premiere
8.9.2021, Théâtre Oriental, Vevey

Booking contact 
Production 
Rosine Bey 
+33 6 80 02 80 47 
prod@delgadofuchs.com 
www.delgadofuchs.com

Photo © Delgado Fuchs

Further Info
No. of performers on stage: 1-5

No. of people touring: 5

Minimum size of stage: 9 x 9m  MS  MS  LM  
The circular stage with cabins measures 7 metres 
in diameter and requires transport
Outdoors and indoors 
Other co-producers (tbc): Campus UNIL 
Lausanne – La Grange, Tinguely Museum Basel, 
Le Centquatre, Paris
Also supported by: Close Distance, Pro Helvetia

Programmers’ 
Fund
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Johanna Heusser 
Dr Churz, dr Schlungg und dr Böös  
(working title)    

ROXY Zeitgenössische Theater- & Tanzproduktionen, Birsfelden proposes 
this piece because: « We are very excited to be part of her next project that 
continues with her interest in the performative deconstruction of body-based 
cultural practices – in this case ‹ Schwingen / Lutte Suisse › – and to examine 
the socio-political questions that it implicates. »

« Schwingen » is a cultural physical practice that can be used to negotiate various 
thematic complexes and cultural narratives. Johanna confronts this male-connoted 
sport in a duet with two male performers and critically questions the identity of this 
practice. 
Personnally, Johanna Heusser is sceptical about Swiss traditions in her everyday life, 
probably not least because they often seem to her to be closely linked to conserva-
tive, nationalist and patriarchal values with which she cannot identify. Beyond the 
exercise of these traditions, she feels that they are problematic in the modern society 
in which we live. But of course, this is precisely what makes it clear how powerful the 
use of living traditions, such as Swiss wrestling, as an object of projection can be. For 
Dr Churz, dr Schlungg und dr Böös, she would like to untie this link, to understand 
where the points of contact lie in a body-based cultural practice like this one in order 
to instrumentalise them for the propaganda of conservative values. She would like to 
explore whether the performative potential can also be looked at and used differently 
by artistically manipulating movement material and changing the staging strategies. 
Through suggesting specific aspects of traditional wrestling and its festivals as a 
performative stage practice and shifting them with the help of certain strategies, she 
dares to propose an alternative concept. 

Since her graduation from HF Bühnentanz in Zurich in 2016, the Basel-based dancer 
Johanna Heusser has worked with different companies and choreographers around 
Switzerland. Since 2016, she has been creating her own works, which are shown at 
theatres and dance festivals around Europe. Heusser was the winner of Biblioteca do 
Corpo 2016, Atelier Mondial in 2018 and Double Tanz by Migros Kultur Prozent in 
2020. Her first solo piece how to do a downward facing dog? was chosen in the 
pre-selection of the Swiss dance Days 2021 and selected to be in one of eight Salons 
d’Artistes. Her interest lies in cultural practices that focus on the body and its 
cultural connotation. She sees these practices in a socio-political way and finds 
strategies in her work to make them visible. 

Credits
Direction: Johanna Sofia Heusser
Outside eye: Selina Beghetto, Stephan Stock
Production management: Sarah Schoch 
Dramaturgy: Fiona Schreier
Performers: Stefan Schönholzer, David Speiser
Costumes: Diana Ammann
Stage, video and music: Marc Vilanova 
Light concept: Robert Meier
Cultural historian: Linus Schöpfer

Premiere
22.11.2021, ROXY, Birsfelden

Booking contact 
Johanna Heusser
+41 79 205 68 60
johanna.heusser@gmail.com
www.johannaheusser.ch

Photo © Hitzigraphy

Further Info
No. of performers on stage: 2

No. of people touring: 5

Minimum size of stage: 12 x 10m L MS  MS  LM S 
Other known co-producers: Theater Roxy 
Birsfelden, Dampfzentrale Bern (residency), Tanz-
haus Zürich (residency)
Confirmed guest performances: Bühne Aarau, 
Zeughaus Kultur Brig

Programmers’ 
Fund

mailto:johanna.heusser@gmail.com
https://www.johannaheusser.ch
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Križaj/Wehrli/Gisler 
Deep Purple    

AG Tanz - Theater am Gleis, Winterthur  proposes this piece because: « It  
is our conviction that they are capable of bringing contemporary and pressing 
issues of our time to the stage without beating around the bush. The interdis-
ciplinary realisation and their special ‹ physical › approach to music is promising. »

The world is so loud that sometimes the only thing that can help is to be even louder. 
After Nature Poetry (2018), Deep Purple is the second collaboration of Križaj/Wehrli/
Gisler. Inspired by the physical and musical force of Drone Doom Metal music, they 
go in search of light in the dark. Deep Purple is a choreography that sets concepts 
such as gravity, doomerism and darkness in motion. The focus is on the crisis as a 
creative force and how all beings and things can survive and continue to live in a 
community. It is about creating a theatre with no hierarchy - so maybe an anarchy. A 
theatre in which things, machines and people seem to have their own life. But also a 
theatre in which there is not much to achieve. A ground zero of ambitions yet filled 
with the potential to experience beauty. Because whoever recognises beauty can also 
feel love. And yes: we see this very pathetic last sentence in the tradition of the big 
gestures of rock and metal music.
In Deep Purple, the choreographers Jasmina Križaj and Simon Wehrli collaborate 
again with musician Daniel Gisler and continue their research on the border between 
music and dance, creating their own peculiar aesthetics. 
«We wish for our audience that they can get lost in this dense piece, feel the desire to 
scream along and experience contradicting feelings and strange beauty. Perhaps a 
feeling for the finite in the infinite or for the infinite in the finite might arise - in short: 
the feeling of being (fucking) alive!»

The choreographers / dancers Jasmina Križaj and Simon Wehrli have been working 
together regularly since 2011. In this period, the pieces False Entries (2012), Greatest 
Hits (2013), Nature Poetry (2018) and Nothing Works (Shakira, Shakira) (2020) have 
been created. They explore how specific movement qualities develop over time and 
how they are transferred to the audience. From 2002 to 2006, Gisler and Wehrli 
played together in the Winterthur rock band My Name Is George. As Križaj/Wehrli/
Gisler, they premiered Nature Poetry in 2018 in co-production with Theater am Gleis 
Winterthur, TanzPlan Ost and Plesna Izba Maribor (SI). In their work, they explore the 
grey area between dance, music, banality and intimacy.

Credits
Concept, choreography and performance: 
Jasmina Križaj, Simon Wehrli 
Music and performance: Daniel Gisler 
Stage and light concept: Nina Langosch 
Costumes: Urša Recer 
Dramaturgy: Simone Truong 
Consultant of Doom / Live mix: Omar Fra
Production: Verein lil (life is life) 

Premiere
10.6.22, Theater am Gleis, Winterthur

Booking contact 
Simon Wehrli
swehrli@gmx.ch
www.naturepoetry.org

Photo © Križaj/Wehrli/Gisler

Further Info
No. of performers on stage: 3

No. of people touring: 5

Minimum size of stage: 8 x 8m L MS  LMS  LM  
Other known co-producers: Plesna Izba Maribor (SI)

Programmers’ 
Fund

mailto:swehrli@gmx.ch
https://www.naturepoetry.org
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Marcel Schwald und Chris Leuenberger 
Touch Isolation     

Kaserne Basel proposes this piece because: « Their research is rooted within 
a biographical urgency and an intense, long and deep analysis; the thematic 
of the project is highly relevant to society, especially in current times of 
isolation and increasingly rising right-wing politics globally. »

Even before the corona crisis, the Swiss director Marcel Schwald and the choreogra-
pher Chris Leuenberger were interested in bodies that must not come into contact 
with other bodies. In their new work Touch Isolation, Leuenberger/Schwald reflect on 
their own masculinity while using role models from the USA, where the term ‹ touch 
isolation › originated. It refers to a deep-seated fear of physical contact between men, 
said to particularly affect those who are socialised in the United States and other 
English-speaking countries, where from an early age boys are discouraged from 
exchanging gentle platonic touch with other boys. Schwald/Leuenberger are interest-
ed in the USA as the world’s leading image producers of the contemporary represen-
tation of masculinity. By collaborating with three US American dancers of different 
cultural backgrounds, they wish to shed light on male gender performance and the 
power of the biographical stories behind it in order to unmask stereotypical gender 
behaviour and reveal more disarmed masculinities. Underneath all of this lies the 
question: What is getting in the way of men owning up to their need for physical 
contact?

With Schwald/Leuenberger, dance meets documentary theatre. Leuenberger develops 
a choreographic handwriting in which breath serves as the carrier of emotion. 
Schwald looks at social hierarchies and strives to create works that are both enter-
taining and empowering. As a duo, they commit to an art that is open to encounters 
and seeks direct access to the audience. In their first production Kreutzberg (2015), 
which, among other things, deals with homosexuality in World War II, they inter-
weaved dance and biographical approaches to reconstruct a moment of dance history 
and received the Swiss Dance Prize «Kulturerbe Tanz». The second Leuenberger/
Schwald production Ef_femininity (2018) got invited, among other places, to Sélection 
Suisse in Avignon and the Impulse Theater Festival NRW in 2019.

Credits
Artistic direction: Marcel Schwald,  
Chris Leuenberger
Text: Marcel Schwald
Dance, choreography and performance: André 
Chapatte, Sherwood Chen (tbd), David Hamilton 
Thomson, Chris Leuenberger
Music, sound, performance: Thomas Jeker
Costumes and stage: Salome Egger
Dramaturgy: Merel Heering
Light concept and technology: Thomas Kohler
Outside eye: Zwoisy Maers-Clarke
Production management: Maxine Devaud,  
Sabine Jud

Premiere
17.11.2021, Kaserne Basel

Booking contact 
Production management
Sabine Jud 
sabine.jud@gmx.net 
+41 79 765 97 17
& Maxine Devaud 
maxine_devaud@hotmail.com 
+41 79 724 62 18

Photo © Silvia Rohrbach

Further Info
No. of performers on stage: 5

No. of people touring: 9

Minimum size of stage: 8 x 8m L MS  LMS  LM
Other known co-producers:  Dampfzentrale Bern, 
Hellerau – Europäisches Zentrum der Künste

Programmers’ 
Fund

mailto:sabine.jud@gmx.net
mailto:maxine_devaud@hotmail.com
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Martin Zimmermann 
No title yet – creation 2021      

Zürcher Theater Spektakel proposes this piece because: « Black humor, 
magic, impressive stage designs and absurdity characterise the artistic work 
of Martin Zimmermann. For his plays he creates bizarre worlds and stages  
his figures and unique objects in them. »

Creation 2021 presents a type of family that forms out of necessity and lives, or rather 
survives, in a garbage dump. The focus here is on a form of family that is becoming 
increasingly common: a temporary and kaleidoscopically changing affiliation which 
individuals hope will provide them with shelter and a moment of belonging or some 
security. For the system is dual. Anyone not giving in to the tyranny of compulsory 
consumption ends up with what the system excludes: the garbage. The fact that the 
piece is set in a dump, a waste disposal facility, may be read as a metaphor for the 
limitedness of possibilities in modern society: anything felt to be disturbing is cast 
out and disposed of on the dump. What lives here is excluded. In a fragile and 
constantly changing form of togetherness, an attempt is made to develop a parallel 
world with its own survival strategy and, above all, its own meaning in life.

Martin Zimmermann (*1970) is a choreographer, theatre director, set designer and 
performer. After an apprenticeship as a 3D polydesigner in Zurich, he graduated in 
1995 with a diploma from the Centre National des Arts du Cirque (CNAC) in Paris. For 
more than 20 years, he has been inventing, choreographing and staging visual and 
physical theatre without words, whose mixture of dance, circus, theatre and spectac-
ular stage installations has been inspiring a large audience. Humour, magic and 
absurdity are the unique features of Martin Zimmermann’s artistic work. For his plays, 
he creates bizarre worlds and stages his figures and unusual objects. He often takes 
everyday things from reality and places them in parallel worlds where they seem 
strangely out of place and absurd. If Zimmermann himself does not play a part in his 
plays, he stages extraordinary dancers, actors and virtuoso artists and lets them 
become accomplices in his tragicomic universe. Over the years, his works have been 
presented at institutions and theatres around the world. Zimmermann has won the 
Swiss Design Award in the category stage design three times. He is also an associated 
artist at Tanzhaus Zürich. 

Credits
Concept, direction, choreography, costumes: 
Martin Zimmermann
Created with and interpreted by: Tarek Halaby, 
Dimitri Jourde, Methinee Wongtrakoon, Martin 
Zimmermann
Music creation: Colin Vallon
Dramaturgy: Sabine Geistlich
Set design: Martin Zimmermann, Simeon Meier
Technical concept, set building: Ingo Groher
Light concept: Sarah Büchel
Sound concept: Andy Neresheimer
Costumes: Susanne Boner 
Artistic collaboration: Romain Guion
Theatre painter: Michèle Rebetez-Martin
Administration and distribution: Alain Vuignier
International producer: Claire Béjanin
Communication: MZ Atelier / Manuela Schlumpf
Technical office: Sarah Büchel
Accounting: Conny Heeb
Production: MZ Atelier

Premiere
19.8.2021, Zürcher Theater Spektakel

Booking contact 
Productionmanagement and distribution
Alain Vuignier
Office +41 43 243 39 48
alain@mzatelier.com

www.martinzimmermann.ch

Photo © Nelly Rodriguez

Further Info
No. of performers on stage: 4

No. of people touring: 8

Minimum size of stage: 9 x 10 x 6,5m L MS  MS  LM S 

Other known co-producers: Zürcher Theater 
Spektakel, Kaserne Basel, maisondelaculture de 
Bourges / Scène Nationale, Le Granit, scène 
nationale de Belfort, Le Volcan, scène nationale 
du Havre, Théâtre de Carouge, TKM-Lausanne, 
Theater Casino Zug*, Nebia Biel/Bienne*, 
Kurtheater Baden* (* on request)

Programmers’ 
Fund

mailto:alain@mzatelier.com
https://www.martinzimmermann.ch
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Rahu La Monstre / Géraldine Chollet 
Une maison pour abriter le vent    

Théâtre Sévelin 36, Lausanne proposes this piece because: « Chollet’s 
interests in this new piece are grounded in the very particular research that 
she has been forging for the past years, focusing on the questions of human 
development, spiritualism, eco-feminism and now erotism. This is a very 
singular research, with no compromise, yet with a softness that welcomes the 
audience. »

What is a supportive body, an empathetic body, a militant body, a body capable of 
resonance? How can we create a collective experience that allows us to grow together 
in our ability to sensitively perceive what surrounds us? To sense in order to recognise 
ourselves as being different, capable of connection and empathy and perhaps regain 
our ability to act together. 
This choreographic project would like to dilute time with the aim of awakening our 
senses, to provoke a shiver. Three dancers and the participants gathered in the same 
space so that a silent dialogue emerges, a sensitive body language with one another.

Géraldine Chollet trained at the Laban Centre (London). Back in Switzerland, she has 
worked and performed with different companies as a dancer (Cie Jessica Huber, Cie 
Daniel Hellmann, Cie Philippe Saire, Cie Prototype-Status, Cie Gaspard Buma, Cie 
Fabienne Berger, Collectif Utilité Publique) and as an actress (cie Emilie Charriot, Cie 
Alakran). Since 2006, she has trained with Ohad Naharin and the Batsheva Dance 
Company to teach the movement language Gaga to professionals and amateurs in 
dance and theatre. She teaches, among other places, at La Manufacture (HETSR), Cie 
Philippe Saire, Bern Ballet, and Annexe 36 in Lausanne.
In 2014, she launched her own choreographic works with the piece ITMAR for one 
dancer and three Tälerschwinger players, followed by OUVERTURE in 2020, a piece 
for four dancers and a walking audience.

Credits
Choreographer and performer: Géraldine Chollet
Performers: Melissa Guex, Maïté Jeannolin
Assistant choreographer: Patrick Mangold
Musician and sound engineer: Raphaël Raccuia
Music composer: Renée Van Trier
Light designer: Joana Oliveira
Scenographer: Sven Kreter
Costume designer: Cécile Delanoé
Administration: Marianne Caplan,  
Artemisia Romano

Premiere
March 2022, Théâtre Sévelin 26, Lausanne

Booking contact 
Administration  
Marianne Caplan 
+41 78 800 64 53 
marianne@arythmie.site

geraldinechollet.tumblr.com

Photo © Louna Basler

Further Info
No. of performers on stage: 4

No. of people touring: 6

Minimum size of stage: 12 x 12m L MS  MS  LM S

Programmers’ 
Fund

mailto:marianne@arythmie.site
https://geraldinechollet.tumblr.com/
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Teatro Danzabile / Annie Hanauer 
Space for all our Tomorrows   

LAC – Lugano Arte Cultura proposes this piece because: « Rediscovering 
and enhancing the importance of the relationship between art and body, and 
between body and movement, is the artistic line that guides the project. »

Inspired by the historical artist community Monte Verita and in relation to the current 
global pandemic, this work examines historical and contemporary ideas of utopia, 
from a disabled and female perspective. Working within a disability context highlights 
the power of those experiencing « othering » in their lives to create new ways of 
functioning as a society. Nature is often central in utopian ideas and is often connected 
to the notion of « perfection ». Disabled people historically have been cast as incom-
plete, unnatural, outside the ‘norm'; disabled experiences are usually excluded from 
the idea of naturalness or perfection, and today we are still expected to change 
ourselves to fit in. Utopia has often been imagined as a physical place and/or as an 
ideal society living in harmony with a set of defined principles. The nature of each 
utopia depends on its founding principles; and past attempts to create real utopian 
communities have all been completely different. This project focuses on how we 
imagine these intangible places and what this shared imagining does for us, playing 
with the contradictions within utopia and within our bodies. What might utopia be like 
for those who have experienced marginalisation in today’s society? Instead of 
searching for our own utopian principles, we will approach utopia from the perspec-
tive of our bodies: what might utopia feel like? How might it manifest itself through 
movement? How does it connect with our imaginations and our senses? Finally:  
where is our common ground?

Annie Hanauer is an independent dance artist, originally from the USA, who is now 
based in the UK and France. She works internationally and has performed, toured, 
choreographed and taught extensively for over a decade. As a maker, she is interested 
in the voices of people who have been «othered» and wants to dismantle ideas of a 
normative dancing body. 
Hanauer currently performs with Rachid Ouramdane/CCN2 Grenoble and the Paris 
Chamber Orchestra and is creating two of her own new works premiering in 2021-22.
In the past, she has performed with Emanuel Gat Dance, Lea Anderson, Wendy 
Houstoun, Boris Charmatz, Jonathan Burrows, Matteo Fargion and Hugo Glendinning, 
and was a company dancer with Candoco Dance Company from 2008-2014.

Founded in 2005, Teatro Danzabile aims to integrate apparently distant realities, 
people, artists, dancers and actors with and without disabilities. A work of scenic
research in which the languages of theatre and dance become tools to give voice and 
body to the experience of the different performers.Based in Lugano and directed 
since 2010 by Emanuel Rosenberg, the association creates performances, organizes 
inclusive workshops and ORME Festival, inclusive arts festival in Italian-speaking 
Switzerland.

Credits
Choreography and ideation: Annie Hanauer
Performers: Annie Hanauer, N.N., N.N.
Composition and live music: Deborah Len-
nie-Bisson
Choreographic advisor: Susanna Recchia
Production coordination: Emanuel Rosenberg
Production assistant: Mariateresa Diomedes
In collaboration with: Franklin University

Premiere
April / May 2022, Festival Steps @ LAC

This production is part of the program of Migros 
Kulturprozent Tanzfestival Steps 2022. Special 
financial conditions for the Programmers' Fund 
2021/22 apply for this production. 

Booking contact 
Emanuel Rosenberg
+41 76 615 99 86
emanuel-rosenberg@bluewin.ch
info@teatrodanzabile.ch
www.teatrodanzabile.ch

Photo © Patrick Imbert

Further Info
With artists with disabilities
No. of performers on stage: 4

No. of people touring: 7

Minimum size of stage: 8 x 8m  L MS  LMS  LM
Other known co-producers:  
Festival Steps April – May 2022

Programmers’ 
Fund

mailto:info@teatrodanzabile.ch
http://www.teatrodanzabile.ch
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UTOPISISTAS / Jenna Hendry, 
Matilda Bilberg, Nerea Gurrutxaga,  
Maria Teresa Tanzarella 
2Squared (working title)   

Tanzhaus Zürich proposes this piece because: « 2Squared aims to challenge 
the synchronisation of bodies through movement and language as well as 
choreographic methods of staging. Where does the individual begin and 
where, consciously or unconsciously, do we possibly already become a part 
of the other? »

In 2Squared, a humorous performance that interweaves dance and speech, two pairs 
of imaginary clone sisters orbit around the question of what exactly constitutes the 
self. Jenna Hendry, Matilda Bilberg, Maria Teresa Tanzarella and Nerea Gurrutxaga 
wonder whether an independent I even exists and invite the audience to reflect upon 
individuality versus the collective in respect to critical discourses that understand 
both directions as an extreme: an over-individualisation of societies as well as a 
standardisation of the individual to form uniformed societies. As residents of what is 
called Western Europe, we observe « othering » as a strongly implemented political 
strategy. The discrimination between me/you or us/them on the basis of nationality, 
gender, sexual orientation, race and age is misused by political leaders worldwide to 
divide and even dehumanise certain groups in order to reshape governments and 
institutions. In rhetorical speech, othering is often normalised. Political power 
stimulates fear in order to create a separation between me and the other. As we are very 
concerned about this current tendency, we would like to propose quite a radical 
vision: an extreme situation of interdependence in which individuals are inexistent –  
a universe in which all beings come from a single source and share the same identity. 
A universe drifting somewhere between a dream and a nightmare. Together, we merge 
into a multiple being with a collective body and a shared consciousness.

Jenna Hendry (CH) works as a freelance dancer and choreographer. Her personal 
works include: I U M I (2019), created in collaboration with Matilda Bilberg and part of 
Aerowave’s Twenty21, and Mmmhh?!, which tours with Reso’s Tanzfaktor 2020 and 
was selected as one of Aerowave’s 40 Winks.
Matilda Bilberg (SE) has been working as a freelance dancer (a.o. Melo, Satoshi Kudo, 
Linda Forsman) and choreographer since 2013. Her personal works include: I U M I 
and everyone afraid to be forgotten (film series for ionnalee).
Nerea Gurrutxaga (SP) works as a freelance dancer (a.o. Collective Endeavers, 
Curious Seed) and choreographer. Her personal works include: Bisonte bat Bihotz 
Eriarentzat, a collaboration with Gorka Gurrutxaga, and Leiho zikin, zeru garbi, a 
collaboration with Oihana Vesga.
Maria Teresa Tanzarella (IT) lives in Stockholm and works as a freelance dancer, 
performer and choreographer. Her personal works include: Nordified (2015, which was 
part of Life Long Burning Wild Cards), Passport (2015) and I will survive (2014).

Credits
Concept, choreography and performance: 
Matilda Bilberg, Jenna Hendry, Nerea Gurrutxa-
ga, Maria Teresa Tanzarella
Productiondramaturgy: Simon Froehling
Productiondramaturgy Tanzhaus Zürich: Lea 
Moro
Light concept: Maria Ros
Sound concept: Moritz Alfons and Luz González
Costumes: Mat Voorter
Productionmanagement: Hélène Hüsler

Premiere
20.10.2021, Tanzhaus Zürich

Booking contact 
Jenna Hendry
+41 76 711 82 28
jenna.hendry@bluewin.ch

Photo © Jonas Bilberg

Further Info
Language: English, Gibberish
No. of performers on stage: 4

No. of people touring: 7

Minimum size of stage: 8 x 10m  L MS  LMS  LM

Programmers’ 
Fund

mailto:jenna.hendry@bluewin.ch



